
Chapter from Gierstberg, F, et al. (2005) Documentary Now! Contemporary 
Strategies in Photography, Film and the Visual Arts. Rotterdam: NAi 

Publishers. 
  

Referenced page 19 of course notes: "…new platforms are pushing the 
boundaries of documentary and challenging stagnant and outdated conceptions 

of the genre. Take, for example, the long-held notion that documentary is 
necessarily the result of a recording process and not a product if the 

imagination, as Jean-François Chévrier argued in 'Documentary Now!' (2005)" 
  

Notes: 
  

Notion of documentary photography covers a variety of practices almost as wide 
as photography itself. 

^any photographic practice may be defined as documentary as it is the process 
of recording, fixing and actualizing a virtual image. 

  
19th C 

^process referred to as reproduction 
^implies a first production > "the optical production of the virtual image" 

  

^ambiguous word designated a mechanical way of imitating or copying 
appearances. 

^confusion between imitating appearances and reproducing a picture is 
significant 

^documentary relationship between picture and model conceived 
according to the way picture was technically reproduced. 

  
^documentary denotes a value of actuality 

^refers to fact a virtual image has been actualised 
^put down, printed, fixed then to fact it renders visual data at time of 

shooting. 
  

^Actual - pictorial representation of contemporary subjects taken from modern 
life. 

  
As opposed to 

  
History painting - inspired by religious fable, mythology, legendary events of the 

past. 
  
^"Any photograph could therefore be defined as documentary to the extent that 

it is shot." 
  

-Broad definition reminds us that photography is not a product of imagination. 
^perhaps less aware of this now than 19thC. 

  
^19th C  

^photography was considered a realist technique. 
^realist = the exact/truthful rendering of current visual facts 

^importance of fact in definition conditioned by positivist ideology - 
supported development of natural and social sciences in 19thC. 



  
-Documentary photography is a category of picture production if not a specific 

genre. 
^implies prior definition of the document. 

^document and fact are closely related and complementary notions: 
"the document provides facts and is a fact in itself." 

^idea of documentary photography originated in a culture that valued facts 
and documents by relating art to knowledge. 

  
Francis Wey (friend of Courbet) 

^one of the first critics to take an interest in photography 
^believed photography introduced truth into the visual arts. 

^truth and objectivity were synonymous 
^Matisse summed up photography's effects as having a "disturbed 

imagination" 
  

Delacroix (1853) 
^compared photographic nude studies by Eugene Durieu to Marcantonio 

Ramondis engravings (after Raphael) 
^at time these represented classical idea of academic art 

^stated photography had a poor nature and exaggerated unpleasantly - 

however - anatomic inaccuracy of engravings became unbearable in 
comparison. 

^"this art on a machine has only done us a dreadful service: it spoils 
masterpieces without satisfying us completely." 

  
^for Delacroix, photography was a new tool for producing documents for artists 

^e.g. Drawing, joining, engraving 
^in context of fine arts - document and documentation are the parameters 

of the documentary function of photography. 
^Eugene Atget had specialized in documents for artists. 

  
-Modern thinking places photography in a history of mass media favouring 

information and entertainment. 
^tend to forget documentary function emerged in different knowledge and 

learning contexts  
^the establishment of fine arts and scientific investigation 

^especially - archaeological an d geological. 
  

-Mission heliographique (France, 1850s) 
^purpose of producing an artistic survey of a national and monumental heritage. 

^commissioned photographers considered as artists. 

^craft occupation could be likened to a tradition of topography. 
^new difference between scientific relevance/picturesque effect 

and combined these in their pictures. 
  

-US (1970s) 
^culture of photographic landscape through great geological exploration 

missions. 
  

-Mission heliographique and American geological missions now viewed as 
legendary developments in history of documentary/artistic photography. 



^however - until 1970s historical data had sunk into oblivion 
^modernist standard that was hostile to any propaganda blinded art 

historians to the contribution of institutional commissions. 
  

-1975 - 2 exhibitions mark beginning of reconstruction and renewal of a 
tradition: 

^The era of exploration (New York Metropolitan Museum) 
^The new topographics 

  
-Previously documentary photography had been overshadowed by prestige of 

photojournalism and reportage. 
^authorial reportage held prominence 

^e.g. Cartier-Bresson. 
  

^documentary tradition was identified with illustration 
^to which 'creative' photography was also related 

^being essentially defined as traditional poetics. 
  

^surrealism put forward idea of poetical document 
^to detriment of positive/positivist mode of investigation and descriptive 
knowledge implied by documentary tradition. 

^surrealists were interested in the photographic document when it contained 
merveilleux 

^an unusual, fantastic element. 
^or when served as a literal illustration devoid of any artistic quality 

^for a poetical account. 
  

-1970s: 
^authority of authorial reportage began to be called into question 

^general crisis in photojournalism threatened by TV. 
^documentary photography was able to recover some credit due to authorities 

rethinking of territorial policies 
  

-DATAR photographic mission(1983) (delegation for territorial planning and 
regional development) 

^fond references in mission heliographique, American geological missions, 
Farm Security Administration. 

^revealed in the importance of the idea of territory in documentary photography 
^notion which pertains to geography and political science 

^not strictly artistic 
^refers to idea of landscape 

^refers material reality - an activity area and object of 

political and socioeconomic conflict/competition 
  

^however - cultural and imaginary dimension cannot be ignored 
^landscape cannot be conceived without considering what makes it a 

landscape 
^notion of landscape belongs to the history of art: 

"pictures are a deciding factor in interpreting territory as landscape, 
they also played a part in making geography a social science." 

  
-exploration era 



^the golden age of documentary in the 19thC 
^an era of conquest 

^pictures partook an understanding of power indissociably from power 
^knowledge/power relationship particularly noticeable in 

landscape 
^photography and idea of reproduction associated makes it 

an exemplary description tool suited to territorial issues. 
  

-In France (at time of creation of DATAR) major concern was effect of 
deindustrialization 

^today still topical 
^globalization and conservative ideology encouraging state withdrawal 

have affected territorial issues. 
  

-DATAR flawed because did not put forward a well defined description program 
and gave too much scope to authors who lacked rigour. 

  
-The descriptive purpose remains necessarily for any specific documentary work 

^should allow for picturesque and informative. 
  

^pseudo tableaux combining documentary style and decoration has become 

successful on the market 
^replacing neopictorialist fabricated/staged photography promoted in the 

1980s. 
  

^in this context notion of documentary put forward by Walker Evans needs to 
be called back into question 

^Evans strategic significance - rejection of pictorialist or modernist 
inspiration 

^distinguish himself from rhetoric and emotionalism practiced in 
reportage 

^(e.g. hostility to Margaret Bourke-White) 
  

-Fashion for albums displaying full page pictures without text wrongly makes 
reference to surrealist poetical document. 

^art of documentary/document implies shooting method that can precisely 
plan its effects 

^it is also the art of montage 
^goes beyond mere editing. 

  
^e.g. Walker Evans - American Photographs: 

^terse (and precise identifications) of captions is offset by the extreme 

precision of the montage 
^"Many photographers refer to Evans, but few of them understand him or 

can afford the same economy." 
^American Photographs is typologically and geographically cohesive. 

  
^For Evans - documentary style was indissociate from siding with the descriptive 

document 
^poetical and allegorical content exceeds the descriptive and topographic 

intention of FSA project. 



^example of Evans can be adapted to the present to reflect on the 
conditions of documentary requirements . 

  
-Understanding the documentary nature of the montage 

^i.e. the document as an element in the montage 
Is the first condition 

  
^Walker Evans example difficult to follow 

^montage too often reduced to 'free' association which disolves the 
documents content 

^visual document seldom eloquent by itself if not accompanied by a 
caption. 

  
-A document is not addressed to anyone 

^documents may be addressed to anyone 
^may be addressed to a purpose but best are unintentional 

productions which found meaning afterwards. 
  

  
-Testimony vs Document: 
  

-Testimony  
^wants to be seen and heard immediately although often suffers much 

delay 
^sense of urgency prompted by crisis 

^leads to immediacy, warmth and emotionalism. 
  

-Document 
^historical content revealed after event 

^waiting for interpretative use to give it meaning 
^distant and comparatively cold 

  
^cultural industries hasten and make use of urgency and take advantage of 

demand for testimonies 
^reject critical distance. 

  
^media today - increase in number of extorted and formatted testimonies 

^not to be confused with remarkable and spontaneous, unexpected 
testimony 

  
^best examples of allowing protagonists to speak without demagogy or 
complacency 

^found today more in cinema than photography 
^film makers can listen while photographers are supposed to be visual 

^non professional/auto reflexive/participating observers common 
approach in cinema but not documentary. 

James Agee and Walker Evans - Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men and isolated example 

  
-Informative work and documentary activity constitutes and excellent meeting  

ground between art and democratic culture 



^both aim to share knowledge in a better way based on experiencing 
otherness. 

  
  

Thoughts: 
  

Difficult essay that appears to suffer being translated from French. Interesting 
ideas to explore further: 

State sponsored documentary projects and how these link to social sciences, art 
and are documents - e.g. Mission Heliographique, American geological projects, 

FSA, DATAR. 
Relationship between image and text. 

Example of Walker Evans. 
How understanding of documentary has changed over photography's history. 

Definitions of testimony and document and how these relate to documentary 
photography. 

Idea that dominance of reportage and photojournalism influenced how 
documentary photography was understood/defined. 

Influence of ideology on documentary and how this affects notions of objectivity. 
  
Further research: 

  
Actuality 

Positivist ideology 
Document 

Mission heliographique 
DATAR 

Walker Evans 
American Photographs 

FSA 
James Agee 

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men 
The Era of Exploration 

The New Topographics 
Eugene Atget 

Testimony 
Reportage 

  
  

 


